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Winds and theWinds and the
Global Circulation SystemGlobal Circulation System



What is atmospheric pressure?What is atmospheric pressure?



Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure
 We live at the bottom of an ocean of airWe live at the bottom of an ocean of air

 Since this air has mass, it will exert pressure on theSince this air has mass, it will exert pressure on the
surface below itsurface below it

 The more air, the greater the pressure The more air, the greater the pressure –– thus, thus,
pressure decreases with altitudepressure decreases with altitude

 Air is easily compressible Air is easily compressible –– thus, its density thus, its density
decreases with altitudedecreases with altitude



Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure





-The density of the
atmosphere decreases
with height, therefore the
force (pressure) of the
overlying atmosphere
also decreases

-Half of the molecules are
held within 5.5 km of the
surface



What determines atmosphericWhat determines atmospheric
pressure?pressure?



Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure

-Pressure = force per
unit area

-Due to gravity the
atmosphere exerts a
force



 According to the Ideal Gas Law: density (According to the Ideal Gas Law: density (ρρ) and) and
temperature (T) control atmospheric pressure (P)temperature (T) control atmospheric pressure (P)

P = P = ρρRTRT

R = a constantR = a constant



Pressure, Density & TemperaturePressure, Density & Temperature

Density (Density (ρρ))

 Amount of matter (mass) per unit volume (kg/mAmount of matter (mass) per unit volume (kg/m33))

 Density (of a gas) is directly proportional toDensity (of a gas) is directly proportional to
pressurepressure

 Density varies with altitudeDensity varies with altitude





Pressure, Density & TemperaturePressure, Density & Temperature

Temperature (T)Temperature (T)
 Molecules move faster in hot air than cold airMolecules move faster in hot air than cold air

 Faster = more collisions (more force) and thereforeFaster = more collisions (more force) and therefore
higher pressurehigher pressure

 Temperature is directly proportional to pressureTemperature is directly proportional to pressure



Pressure, Density & TemperaturePressure, Density & Temperature

 In the atmosphere density and temperature do notIn the atmosphere density and temperature do not
change independentlychange independently

Example:Example:

When air in the atmosphere is heated it expands andWhen air in the atmosphere is heated it expands and
causes a decrease in density and pressurecauses a decrease in density and pressure





How is atmospheric pressureHow is atmospheric pressure
measured?measured?



Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure

 Atmospheric pressure is often measured in Atmospheric pressure is often measured in millibars (mb)millibars (mb)

 Atmospheric pressure at sea level is 1013.25 millibarsAtmospheric pressure at sea level is 1013.25 millibars
(standard pressure)(standard pressure)

 At the earthAt the earth’’s surface, pressure varies from 980 mb tos surface, pressure varies from 980 mb to
1030 mb (about 5%)1030 mb (about 5%)



Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure

 Atmospheric pressure is measured using and instrumentAtmospheric pressure is measured using and instrument
called a called a barometerbarometer

 A A mercurial barometermercurial barometer measures atmospheric pressure measures atmospheric pressure
with a column of mercurywith a column of mercury

 Sea-level pressure also can be defined as 29.92 inches ofSea-level pressure also can be defined as 29.92 inches of
mercury (in. Hg)mercury (in. Hg)



A Mercurial BarometerA Mercurial Barometer



Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure

 A more common type of barometer is the A more common type of barometer is the aneroidaneroid
barometerbarometer

 It uses the pressure exerted against a partial vacuum toIt uses the pressure exerted against a partial vacuum to
measure air pressuremeasure air pressure





What causes differences inWhat causes differences in
pressure?pressure?



Surface Heating and Vertical MotionSurface Heating and Vertical Motion
Warm surfaces encourage upward vertical motionWarm surfaces encourage upward vertical motion

Warm Surface

Converging
Horizontal Air

Converging
Horizontal Air

Upward airflow



Temperature GradientTemperature Gradient

 Temperature GradientTemperature Gradient  –– variation in air variation in air
temperature from one place to anothertemperature from one place to another

 Warm air is less dense than cold air, so it exertsWarm air is less dense than cold air, so it exerts
less pressure than cold airless pressure than cold air

 Temperature gradients create pressure gradientsTemperature gradients create pressure gradients





Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure
 Pressure GradientPressure Gradient  –– variation in atmospheric pressure variation in atmospheric pressure

from one place to anotherfrom one place to another

 In nature, anytime a gradient exists, there will be a forceIn nature, anytime a gradient exists, there will be a force
created that attempts to equalize the gradientcreated that attempts to equalize the gradient

 With pressure, we call this gradient the With pressure, we call this gradient the PressurePressure
Gradient ForceGradient Force

 The pressure gradient force always acts in a directionThe pressure gradient force always acts in a direction
from higher to lower pressurefrom higher to lower pressure





Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure
 In the presence of the pressure gradient force, the air willIn the presence of the pressure gradient force, the air will

be forced to move be forced to move ––  windwind

 Winds flow from an area of higher pressure to an area ofWinds flow from an area of higher pressure to an area of
lower pressurelower pressure

 IsobarsIsobars  –– lines of constant pressure lines of constant pressure

 Winds usually flow across isobarsWinds usually flow across isobars







Atmospheric PressureAtmospheric Pressure
 Winds, however, are defined in the direction Winds, however, are defined in the direction from whichfrom which

they comethey come

 Thus, a north wind comes from the north, even though itThus, a north wind comes from the north, even though it
is moving southis moving south





Land/Ocean ContrastsLand/Ocean Contrasts

 Since land heats faster and cools down faster thanSince land heats faster and cools down faster than
water, we should expect pressure gradients to existwater, we should expect pressure gradients to exist

 In the afternoon, the land is warmer than the water.In the afternoon, the land is warmer than the water.
Thus, a low pressure forms over the land and a highThus, a low pressure forms over the land and a high
pressure forms over water.pressure forms over water.

 Air is forced to flow onshore Air is forced to flow onshore –– a  a sea breezesea breeze



A Sea BreezeA Sea Breeze



Land/Ocean ContrastsLand/Ocean Contrasts

 In the evening, the opposite situation existsIn the evening, the opposite situation exists

 The water is warmer than the land.  Thus, a highThe water is warmer than the land.  Thus, a high
pressure forms over the land and a low pressure formspressure forms over the land and a low pressure forms
over water.over water.

 Air is forced to flow offshore Air is forced to flow offshore –– a  a land breezeland breeze



A Land BreezeA Land Breeze



Factors that determine wind speed andFactors that determine wind speed and
directiondirection

1. Pressure Gradient Force (pgf)1. Pressure Gradient Force (pgf)

2. Coriolis effect (force*)2. Coriolis effect (force*)

3. Friction force3. Friction force



Pressure Gradient Force causes the wind to blow



Coriolis Effect (Force)Coriolis Effect (Force)

 Because of the rotation of the earth, any object movingBecause of the rotation of the earth, any object moving
freely near the surface freely near the surface appearsappears to deflect to the right in the to deflect to the right in the
NH and to the left in the SHNH and to the left in the SH





Winds and Global CirculationWinds and Global Circulation

LetLet’’s start simple:s start simple:

A homogeneous, non-rotating earthA homogeneous, non-rotating earth



Winds and Global CirculationWinds and Global Circulation

 Homogeneous Homogeneous –– no land-water contrasts no land-water contrasts
 Non-rotating Non-rotating –– no rotation about an axis no rotation about an axis
 Forces in Action:Forces in Action:

 Pressure Gradient ForcePressure Gradient Force





Northern HemisphereNorthern Hemisphere



Southern HemisphereSouthern Hemisphere





Winds and Global CirculationWinds and Global Circulation

 Homogeneous Homogeneous –– no land-water contrasts no land-water contrasts
 Rotating Rotating –– rotation about the earth rotation about the earth’’s axiss axis
 Forces in Action:Forces in Action:

 Pressure Gradient ForcePressure Gradient Force
 ??????



Winds and Global CirculationWinds and Global Circulation

 Homogeneous Homogeneous –– no land-water contrasts no land-water contrasts
 Rotating Rotating –– rotation about the earth rotation about the earth’’s axiss axis
 Forces in Action:Forces in Action:

 Pressure Gradient ForcePressure Gradient Force
 Coriolis ForceCoriolis Force  ––  apparentapparent force caused by the force caused by the

rotation of the earth.  Causes objects to berotation of the earth.  Causes objects to be
deflected to the right of their path of motion indeflected to the right of their path of motion in
the Northern Hemisphere and to the left of theirthe Northern Hemisphere and to the left of their
path of motion in the Southern Hemispherepath of motion in the Southern Hemisphere





Northern HemisphereNorthern Hemisphere



Northern HemisphereNorthern Hemisphere



Northern HemisphereNorthern Hemisphere



Northern HemisphereNorthern Hemisphere





Southern HemisphereSouthern Hemisphere



Southern HemisphereSouthern Hemisphere





The Effect of FrictionThe Effect of Friction

 FrictionFriction  is a drag force that inhibits forwardis a drag force that inhibits forward
movementmovement

 Friction always works in the opposite directionFriction always works in the opposite direction
of motionof motion

 Thus, friction will cause the wind to cross theThus, friction will cause the wind to cross the
isobars, but not at a perpendicular angleisobars, but not at a perpendicular angle

 Low friction Low friction –– shallow angle shallow angle
 High friction High friction –– steeper angle steeper angle



Northern HemisphereNorthern Hemisphere



FoucaultFoucault
PendulumPendulum

http://www.astro.louisville.edu/foucault/





Frictional ForceFrictional Force

 Friction will cause the wind to cross the isobars at an angleFriction will cause the wind to cross the isobars at an angle



Circulation around Highs and LowsCirculation around Highs and Lows

Low Pressure System = Low Pressure System = CycloneCyclone
 Inward spiral of air (pressure gradient force)Inward spiral of air (pressure gradient force)

 Rising air in center of cyclone (convergence)Rising air in center of cyclone (convergence)

 Counter-clockwise spiral in NHCounter-clockwise spiral in NH

 Clockwise spiral in SHClockwise spiral in SH

 Usually small systems and strong windsUsually small systems and strong winds



Circulation around Highs and LowsCirculation around Highs and Lows

High Pressure System = High Pressure System = AnticycloneAnticyclone
 outward spiral of air (pressure gradient force)outward spiral of air (pressure gradient force)

 Descending air in center of cyclone (divergence)Descending air in center of cyclone (divergence)

 clockwise spiral in NHclockwise spiral in NH

 Counter-clockwise spiral in SHCounter-clockwise spiral in SH

 Usually large systems and light windsUsually large systems and light winds





 Cyclones and anticyclones are about 1000 kilometersCyclones and anticyclones are about 1000 kilometers
(approx. 600 mi) across, or more.(approx. 600 mi) across, or more.

 They can remain in one location or they can move rapidly,They can remain in one location or they can move rapidly,
to create weather disturbances.to create weather disturbances.





Winds and Global CirculationWinds and Global Circulation







Surface Winds on an Ideal EarthSurface Winds on an Ideal Earth

 Hadley cellHadley cell  –– air rises over the equator, flows poleward, air rises over the equator, flows poleward,
and descends at about 30 degrees latitudeand descends at about 30 degrees latitude

 Air converges toward the equator to replace the air that isAir converges toward the equator to replace the air that is
moving aloft (moving aloft (Intertropical Convergence ZoneIntertropical Convergence Zone))





Surface Winds on an Ideal EarthSurface Winds on an Ideal Earth

 Subtropical High Pressure BeltsSubtropical High Pressure Belts  –– poleward of the Hadley poleward of the Hadley
cell, air descends and surface pressures are high (at aboutcell, air descends and surface pressures are high (at about
30 degrees latitude)30 degrees latitude)
 A number of large surface anticyclones are formedA number of large surface anticyclones are formed
 Winds are weak at the center of these anticyclonesWinds are weak at the center of these anticyclones

 Trade WindsTrade Winds  –– winds around the subtropical highs that are winds around the subtropical highs that are
spiraling outspiraling out
 The winds moving equatorward are the strong and dependableThe winds moving equatorward are the strong and dependable

trade windstrade winds
 Northeast trades (NH), southeast (SH)Northeast trades (NH), southeast (SH)





Surface Winds on an Ideal EarthSurface Winds on an Ideal Earth

 WesterliesWesterlies  –– poleward of the subtropical anticyclones, air poleward of the subtropical anticyclones, air
spiraling outward produces the spiraling outward produces the ““westerlieswesterlies””

 Pressure and wind patterns are more complex in the mid-Pressure and wind patterns are more complex in the mid-
latitudeslatitudes……. On average, winds are more often from the west. On average, winds are more often from the west

 This latitudinal belt is a zone of conflict between air bodies withThis latitudinal belt is a zone of conflict between air bodies with
different characteristicsdifferent characteristics…… cool, dry air move into the region, from cool, dry air move into the region, from
the pole (polar outbreaks)the pole (polar outbreaks)

 The border is known as the The border is known as the polar frontpolar front





Surface Winds on an Ideal EarthSurface Winds on an Ideal Earth

 Polar EasterliesPolar Easterlies–– at the poles, the air is intensely at the poles, the air is intensely
cold causing high pressurecold causing high pressure

 Outspiraling of winds around a polar anticyclone shouldOutspiraling of winds around a polar anticyclone should
create polar easterliescreate polar easterlies









Winds and Global CirculationWinds and Global Circulation

This is the wind pattern on an idealized earthThis is the wind pattern on an idealized earth……..
(no seasons, and no land/water contrasts)(no seasons, and no land/water contrasts)

On the real earth, we see more complex wind patterns thatOn the real earth, we see more complex wind patterns that
vary seasonallyvary seasonally







Local WindsLocal Winds



A Sea BreezeA Sea Breeze



A Land BreezeA Land Breeze



Mountain and Valley WindsMountain and Valley Winds



Mountain and Valley WindsMountain and Valley Winds

 Local winds that alternate in direction like the land and seaLocal winds that alternate in direction like the land and sea
breezesbreezes

Mountain WindsMountain Winds  –– during the day, mountain side is heated during the day, mountain side is heated
intensely by the sun, causing air to rise. This causes windintensely by the sun, causing air to rise. This causes wind
to blow from the plains below, up the mountain slopesto blow from the plains below, up the mountain slopes

Valley WindsValley Winds  –– At night, the mountain cools rapidly. The At night, the mountain cools rapidly. The
cooler, denser hill slope air then flows down the valley tocooler, denser hill slope air then flows down the valley to
the plains belowthe plains below



Upper Level WindsUpper Level Winds

Geostrophic WindsGeostrophic Winds: : are influenced by pgf andare influenced by pgf and
corioliscoriolis

 Winds flow perpendicular to the pressure gradientWinds flow perpendicular to the pressure gradient
 These winds are often called These winds are often called ““jet streamsjet streams””



Upper Level WindsUpper Level Winds

Geostrophic WindsGeostrophic Winds: : occurs in the upper atmosphereoccurs in the upper atmosphere
(no friction)(no friction)



Surface WindsSurface Winds

 Friction reduces theFriction reduces the
wind velocity whichwind velocity which
reduces the coriolis freduces the coriolis f

 Coriolis f no longerCoriolis f no longer
balances the PGF,balances the PGF,
so wind blows acrossso wind blows across
the isobars towardthe isobars toward
the Lowthe Low



Upper Level WindsUpper Level Winds

Jet StreamsJet Streams  = narrow zones of very fast winds at a high= narrow zones of very fast winds at a high
altitude (top of the troposphere, lower part of thealtitude (top of the troposphere, lower part of the
stratosphere)stratosphere)

Polar-Front Jet StreamPolar-Front Jet Stream: located along the polar front: located along the polar front
(fluctuating boundary between cold polar air and warmer(fluctuating boundary between cold polar air and warmer
tropical air)tropical air)

windspeeds of ~ 400km/hr (225 mph)windspeeds of ~ 400km/hr (225 mph)

Subtropical Jet Stream:Subtropical Jet Stream: located in the subtropics at the located in the subtropics at the
tropopause just above the Hadley celltropopause just above the Hadley cell

windspeeds of ~ 350 km/hr (200 mph)windspeeds of ~ 350 km/hr (200 mph)









Rossby WavesRossby Waves

Rossby WavesRossby Waves = undulations in the polar jet streams = undulations in the polar jet streams

 The waves arise in a zone of contact between cold polar airThe waves arise in a zone of contact between cold polar air
and warm tropical airand warm tropical air

 As a result, warm air pushes north and cold air is broughtAs a result, warm air pushes north and cold air is brought
southsouth

 Eventually, the air mass intrusions are cut off, leaving aEventually, the air mass intrusions are cut off, leaving a
pool of cold air at  a latitude far south of its normal locationpool of cold air at  a latitude far south of its normal location





Heterogeneous, Rotating EarthHeterogeneous, Rotating Earth

 Land/Water differences in pressure systemsLand/Water differences in pressure systems

 In Winter, differences are pronounced at about 60°In Winter, differences are pronounced at about 60°
latitudelatitude
 Highs over land, Lows over waterHighs over land, Lows over water

 In Summer, differences are pronounced at about 30°In Summer, differences are pronounced at about 30°
latitudelatitude
 Lows over land, Highs over waterLows over land, Highs over water







Summary of the ForcesSummary of the Forces

 A parcel of air in motion near the surface isA parcel of air in motion near the surface is
subjected to subjected to three influencesthree influences::

I.I. Pressure Gradient ForcePressure Gradient Force
II.II. Coriolis ForceCoriolis Force
III.III. FrictionFriction

 Therefore, air will move away from high to lowTherefore, air will move away from high to low
pressure at an angle to the pressure gradientpressure at an angle to the pressure gradient



Local WindsLocal Winds

 Drainage WindsDrainage Winds  –– occur when cold, dense air flows under occur when cold, dense air flows under
the influence of gravity from higher to lower regions (occursthe influence of gravity from higher to lower regions (occurs
around mountains and ice sheets)around mountains and ice sheets)

 Chinook WindsChinook Winds  –– occur on the leeward side of mountains. occur on the leeward side of mountains.
The descending air is heated and dried thus producing hotThe descending air is heated and dried thus producing hot
and dry windsand dry winds





Oceanic CirculationOceanic Circulation

 Circulation of the Oceanic Mixed LayerCirculation of the Oceanic Mixed Layer

 Wind-drivenWind-driven
 ““The Wind Sets the Ocean in MotionThe Wind Sets the Ocean in Motion””

 Since the ocean is a bounded basin, oceanic flow willSince the ocean is a bounded basin, oceanic flow will
be in a circular motion be in a circular motion ––  GyresGyres

 Unlike winds, ocean currents are defined in theUnlike winds, ocean currents are defined in the
direction direction toto which they flow which they flow
 e.g.e.g., a flow from south to north in the Northern, a flow from south to north in the Northern

Hemisphere is called either a northerly current or aHemisphere is called either a northerly current or a
warm currentwarm current







Several of the 60,000 Nike shoes spilled in May 1990



Nike Shoe Spill Nike Shoe Spill –– May 27, 1990 May 27, 1990

Courtesy:  Ocean Planet, The Smithsonian Institute


